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Abstract: The asymmetric propagation of mechanical energy across interfaces is a challenging
problem with a wide range of applications. In this work, we present a novel structure presenting the
asymmetric propagation of elastic waves in thin plates in a broadband range. The structure consists
of a combination of symmetrically and asymmetrically distributed pillars, so that the former decouple
the different Lamb modes and the latter mix all of them. We show that a combination in tandem with
these two structures can realize an efficient broadband asymmetric propagation at the subwavelength
range and achieve a transmission difference larger than 200 dB between forward and backward
directions. The proposed pillared meta-plate brings a new way for subwavelength and broadband
wave manipulation in the fields of wave isolation, sensing and communication, among others.

Keywords: phononic crystals; Lamb wave; asymmetric transmission

1. Introduction

In the past decade, pillared phononic crystal plates [1,2], consisting of a periodic arrangement
of pillars deposited on a thin plate, have attracted increasing attention since they can exhibit band
gaps originating from both Bragg scattering, when the wavelength is comparable to the lattice
constant, and from the local resonances of the pillars at wavelengths which are much larger than the
lattice constant. Therefore, these structures can be regarded as phononic crystals [3,4] or an acoustic
metamaterial [5–7] according to the operating wavelengths. For the latter case, if the thickness of
the plate and that of the pillars is smaller than the operating wavelength, they can be defined as an
acoustic metasurface [8–11], which is a compact structure that is able to steer waves with advanced
functions. The multiple roles of the pillared plate gives rise to fundamental scientific interests and
diverse applications such as waveguiding [12–14], sensing [15–17], lensing [7,18], and topological
insulations [19–25], among others.

Unidirectional structures that allow acoustic or elastic energy passing only in one direction
mimicking the behavior of diodes have been receiving significant attention recently. For conventional
materials, acoustic waves can be transmitted symmetrically from both sides due to the reciprocity
principle based on time-reversal symmetry. Many efforts have dealt with the design of non-reciprocal
devices based on different proposed mechanisms [26]. A ring resonator with air circulation-flow has
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been proposed to show nonreciprocal sound transmission among three ports [27]. Instead of fluid
motion, spatiotemporal modulation was introduced in phononic crystals or metamaterials to achieve
a nonreciprocal acoustic transmission [28–33]. Nonlinearity opens another route with frequency
conversion in a nonlinear material associated with a band gap material as a filter [34–37]. Another route
is based on the unidirectional transmission in lossy acoustic metasurfaces originating from the
loss-induced suppression of acoustic beams in high order diffractions [38]. Mode conversions and
filtering were also proposed in a linear system to exhibit a unidirectional transmission [39]. With acoustic
parity-time-symmetric metamaterials, a unidirectional transmission was also demonstrated at the
exceptional point [40]. Recently, a high transmission efficiency for an air-borne sound wave
unidirectional transmission has been realized by combining mode transition, filtering and cavity
resonance [41].

Some general limitations in the above asymmetric propagation devices can be detrimental for
their potential applications, especially for elastic waves. For instance, they can have a narrow operating
bandwidth, bulky structures, low transmission efficiency, or complex geometries. Therefore, from a
practical point of view, subwavelength and broadband devices with high transmission efficiencies
and simple geometries are strongly desired in asymmetric propagations for elastic wave isolations,
nondestructive evaluations and signal processing.

In this work, we investigate subwavelength and broadband asymmetric elastic propagation in a
pillared meta-plate. It consists of an association in tandem with two pillared plate arrays where the
pillars are distributed respectively, symmetrically and asymmetrically with respect to the mid-plane of
the thin plate. Without a loss of generality, we assume a square lattice arrangement of the pillars in each
array. In the symmetric-sided pillars, the symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb modes are decoupled
from each other, while in the asymmetric-sided pillars they are mixed together.

The paper is organized as follows: After this introduction, in Section 2, the mechanism for
asymmetric propagation based on mode-hybridization and broadband low-frequency gaps is explained,
where either for S0 or A0 Lamb modes this structure will allow the transmission of these modes in
the forward direction while being prohibited from going in the backward direction. It will be shown
that these phenomena can occur at the subwavelength range and, moreover, that the entire length of
the pillared meta-plate can be designed to remain subwavelengths, making it a compact metasurface
for wave isolation and signal processing at the micro scale. In Section 3 we present the dispersion
curves and transmission spectra of each array of the pillared plate, and in Section 4 we discuss the
phenomenon of asymmetric propagation when the two pillared arrays are associated in tandem.
In Section 5, some alternative designs displaying the asymmetric propagation are discussed and a
summary of the work is presented in Section 6.

2. Mechanism of Asymmetric Transmission in Pillared Meta-Plates

We considered a meta-plate consisting of periodic pillars in a square lattice deposited on a thin
plate, either symmetrically or asymmetrically, as shown in Figure 1. The lattice constant was a =

100 µm and the plate’s thickness was e = 80 µm. The pillars in both symmetric and asymmetric parts
were identical with a height h1 = h2 = 320 µm and a diameter d1 = d2 = 80 µm. The entire geometry was
made of isotropic steel, with the elastic modulus E = 200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3 and mass density
ρ = 7850 kg/m3. Perfectly matched layers (PML) were placed at the two ends to reduce the wave
reflection from boundaries. The transmission calculations throughout this work were implemented
with the frequency domain.

The propagation of waves in a symmetric plate is described in terms of symmetric (S) and
antisymmetric (A) Lamb modes plus the shear polarization (SH). Assuming propagation along the x
direction, and that the plate is contained in the x-y plane, the S and A modes present a dominant x
and z component, respectively [18]. In the symmetric pillared plate, the modes can also be decoupled
between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes with respect to the symmetry plane in the middle plane
of the plate. In contrast, this symmetry does not hold for the one-sided pillared structure and there is
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no decoupling between its modes based on symmetry argument. For this reason, for the structure
depicted in Figure 1, where these two structures are merged, if an S0 (resp. A0) mode is launched in the
forward direction, it can excite all the modes of the one-sided pillared structure, while the same wave
launched in the backward direction is able to excite only the modes of the pillared structure, since these
have the same symmetry. Now, assume that the frequency of the incident wave belongs to a symmetric
(anti-symmetric) wave bandgap of the two-sided pillared structure. Therefore, it cannot go in the
backward direction. However, in the forward direction it excites all the modes of the one-sided pillared
structure and leaves this part of the system with both symmetric and anti-symmetric components.
Consequently, the anti-symmetric (symmetric) component can traverse the two-sided pillared structure.
In this way, asymmetric propagation is achieved for either an S0 or A0 incident wave.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the pillared meta-plate consisting of symmetric- and asymmetric-sided pillars
on a thin plate arranged in a square array of lattice constant a. Each pillar has a diameter d and a height
h. The plate has a thickness e. The forward and backward propagating directions are defined along the
+x and −x axis, respectively.

It is worth noting that the choice of the geometrical parameters achieves a broadband and
subwavelength device with a total length of the device smaller than the typical operating wavelength.
Indeed, for a frequency of 3 MHz, the wavelength of the S0 Lamb mode wave is about 2000 µm,
which is 20 times bigger than the lattice constant. Additionally, the whole size of the device can be kept
below the wavelength. In general, a periodic structure with a minimum length of 5~6 lattice constants
is sufficient to exhibit bandgaps and hybridized bands, so that the entire length of asymmetric and
symmetric structures along x can be constituted by less than 15 unit cells, which is still smaller than
one wavelength in the background plate. Recent work on asymmetric transmission with acoustic
metasurfaces [42,43] remarks on the great advantage of subwavelength devices such as the ones we
propose here. Finally, the design proposed here can be efficient with a broad bandwidth because the
gaps of the symmetric pillared structure can be made sufficiently broad.

3. Dispersion Curves and Transmission of Symmetric and Asymmetric Pillared Meta-Plates

The dispersion curve of the infinite periodic plate provides a good reference for the transmission
properties of the finite stacked structures. The unit cell of each structure is shown in the zoom-in upper
panel of Figure 1, with periodic boundary conditions for the interfaces between the neighboring unit
cells based on the Bloch theorem as

u(r + a) = u(r)ei(ka)

where u is the displacement vector, r is the position vector, and k is the Bloch wave vector. In general,
eigenvalue equations of this periodic structure can be described in the following form(

K−ω(k)2M
)
u = 0
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where the matrix K and M refer to stiffness and mass, respectively. For square lattices, the wavevector
should be swept along -X-M- within the first irreducible Brillouin zone, so that the eigenvalue equations
will be solved by the finite element method to obtain the dispersion curves ω = ω(k) of the structure.

We firstly calculate the dispersion and transmission properties of the symmetric pillared meta-plate
(Figure 2). It is widely demonstrated that definitions such as |uz|/|uzref| and |ux|/|uxref| can efficiently
characterize the transmission coefficient for A0 and S0 Lamb waves, respectively, where the |ux| (|uz|)
are detected on the pillared plate in the downstream zone and |uxref|(|uzref|) are detected on the reference
plate without any pillar at the same position, given that the dominant displacement component for the
S0 and A0 modes are ux and uz, respectively. From the comparison between the dispersion and the
transmission curves in Figure 2, the polarization bandgaps correspond well to the frequency ranges
with almost zero transmission, proving the correctness of the transmission definition. The adopted
model is shown in the inset of the right panel. PMLs are employed at two ends along the x direction
to eliminate the reflections from the boundaries. In between, there are 15 symmetric-sided unit cells.
Moreover, periodic conditions are applied on the lateral faces along the y direction to simulate the
wave propagation along the ГX direction. As explained above, the dispersion curves (left panel of
Figure 2) can be decoupled into symmetric (orange) and antisymmetric (blue) modes with respect to
the middle plane of the plate thanks to the geometric symmetry, which clearly exhibits the bandgaps
for these two kinds of modes. As an example, we present in the insets of Figure 2 the field of the
antisymmetric eigenmode shown by a green dot on the dispersion curves. Here, one can notice the
antisymmetric behavior of both real parts of ux and uz. In the transmission calculation (right panel of
Figure 2), we consider both S0 (orange) and A0 (blue) Lamb wave excitations whose results are in good
agreement with the dispersions. In particular, the wave propagation is prohibited for the symmetric
modes in Frequency Zones 1 and 3, occurring at the intervals 2.9–3.5 and 7–7.7 MHz, respectively,
while the antisymmetric modes are allowed to propagate. The opposite situation occurs in Frequency
Zone 2 at 3.8–6 MHz.
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spectra of A0 (blue) and S0 (orange) Lamb waves across 15 symmetric-sided unit cells along the ГX 
direction (see the inset). The wave propagation in not allowed for the S0 Lamb wave in Frequency 
Zone 1 (2.9–3.5 MHz) and Zone 3 (7–7.7 MHz), and for A0 Lamb wave in Frequency Zone 2 (3.8–6 
MHz), which match well with the bandgaps of corresponding symmetries. The real parts of ux and uz 
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Figure 2. Left panel: Dispersion curves of the symmetric-sided pillared meta-plate along the first
irreducible Brillouin zone. The orange and blue bands represent the symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb
modes with respect to the middle plane of the plate, respectively. Right panel: Transmission spectra
of A0 (blue) and S0 (orange) Lamb waves across 15 symmetric-sided unit cells along the ГX direction
(see the inset). The wave propagation in not allowed for the S0 Lamb wave in Frequency Zone
1 (2.9–3.5 MHz) and Zone 3 (7–7.7 MHz), and for A0 Lamb wave in Frequency Zone 2 (3.8–6 MHz),
which match well with the bandgaps of corresponding symmetries. The real parts of ux and uz of the
antisymmetric eigenstate at the green dot in the dispersion curves are plotted as the insets, where the
red and blue colors mean positive and negative values, respectively.
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For the asymmetric pillared meta-plate, the dispersion curves shown in Figure 3 have similar
bands as in Figure 2. However, symmetric and antisymmetric modes can no longer be distinguished.
Both of the cross-section fields of real (uz) and real (ux) are in phase for the eigenmode at the green dot
in the dispersion, so that it allows the propagation for both modes as pointed to by the arrow. This can
be noticed in the transmission curves shown in the right panel of Figure 3, using the same definition
as in Figure 2. Indeed, Figure 3 shows that both the S0 and A0 Lamb waves can be transmitted in
Frequency Zones 1–3, which were forbidden bands for one symmetry in Figure 2. This is due to the
fact that an incident S0 or A0 wave will generate in the phononic crystal modes which do not obey the
symmetry rule, hence allowing the simultaneous transmission of the S0 and A0 waves after leaving the
phononic crystal. Therefore, the geometry shown in Figure 1, where this asymmetric pillared structure
is associated in tandem with symmetric one functioning as the metamaterial filter, is able to realize
asymmetric propagation, in the sense that the same polarization cannot carry out the same energy
when traveling from the opposite sides of the structure.
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To give a clear picture about how the mode conversion occurs after transmission through the 
asymmetric-pillared meta-plate, we present the discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the out-of-
plane displacements uz on top of the plate at 5 MHz in Figure 4. The left and right panels refer to an 
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Figure 3. Left panel: Dispersion curves of the asymmetric-sided pillared meta-plate along the
first irreducible Brillouin zone. Due to the asymmetry with respect to the middle plane of the
plate, the dispersion curves cannot be decoupled, and behave as hybridized bands. Right panel:
Transmission spectra of A0 (blue) and S0 (orange) Lamb waves across 15 asymmetric sided unit cells
along the ГX direction. The transmissions in Frequency Zones 1–3 change from those in Figure 2,
with non-vanishing values for both Lamb modes. The real parts of ux and uz of the eigenstate at the
green dot in the dispersion curves are plotted as the insets where the red and blue colors mean positive
and negative values, respectively.

To give a clear picture about how the mode conversion occurs after transmission through the
asymmetric-pillared meta-plate, we present the discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the out-of-plane
displacements uz on top of the plate at 5 MHz in Figure 4. The left and right panels refer to an A0

incident wave and to the transmitted waves, respectively. While the incident wave is characterized by
a single A0 peak, one can notice two peaks including both the A0 and S0 modes in the transmitted
wave, resulting from the partial conversion of the incident wave into an S0 wave.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the Fourier transformation of mode conversion of an A0 incident Lamb mode
into both A0 and S0 modes after traversing the asymmetric-pillared meta-plate at 5 MHz. The figures
show the discrete fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the out-of-plane displacement within an area on
top of the plate. The left figure corresponds to the incident A0 Lamb wave and the right figure refers to
the transmitted wave containing both of the S0 and A0 Lamb modes.

4. Asymmetric Propagation of Pillared Meta-Plates

To verify the asymmetric propagation behavior, the forward (black) and backward (red)
transmission with either A0 or S0 mode excitations are shown in the left and right panels of Figure 5,
respectively. The A0 and S0 Lamb waves are excited by a force along the z direction and x direction,
respectively, in a cross-section of the plate. Since the dominant displacement components for A0 and
S0 modes are uz and ux, respectively, it is not correct to directly adopt the same transmission definition
as in Figures 2 and 3 due to the occurrence of a mode conversion in the combined structures. Instead,
we employ the transmission definition in Figure 5 as 20log(|u|/|uref|), where |u| is the volume integrated
absolute value of the total displacement of the pillared plate in the downstream while |uref| is the same
implementation in the reference plate without any pillar. Let us first consider an A0 incident field
(Figure 5a). In the backward direction, the symmetric-pillared structure prohibits the propagation in
Zone 2 and the transmission drops to zero. However, in the forward direction, the asymmetric-pillared
structure breaks the symmetry of the incident wave and allows the final transmission of the symmetric
part of the waves. Let us notice a huge difference of 200 dB between the forward and backward
directions. A similar analysis can be applied to an S0 excitation where the transmission is asymmetric
in Zones 1 and 3. To discuss the phenomenon of mode conversion during the forward transmissions
with S0 and A0 excitations, two complementary illustrations are given in Figure 6. In the first case of
S0 excitation (Figure 6a), an FFT analysis of the displacement field shows that the wave vector of the
transmitted wave corresponds to an A0 wave. In the case of A0 excitation, we present in Figure 6b
the representation of the wave in real space showing the conversion of the incident wave to an S0

transmitted wave.
For the S0 mode incidence in Figure 5b, the asymmetric propagation of Frequency Zone 1

(2.9–3.5 MHz) has a big relative bandwidth of f /fc = 0.19, where f and fc are the zone width and center
zone frequency, respectively. The average value of the forward transmission in Zone 1 is −10.8 dB
which corresponds to a sufficiently high efficiency. Additionally, the wavelength of the S0 mode Lamb
wave at 3 MHz is about 2000 µm, 20 times bigger than the lattice constant a = 100 µm, showing that
the size of the pillar unit cell is a deep subwavelength. Therefore, we can conclude that our proposal
provides an efficient broadband subwavelength device. Additionally, the whole size of the device
remains in this case smaller than the wavelength.
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Figure 6. Conversion of the incident wave in forward transmission: (a) the excited S0 Lamb mode is
converted to the A0 Lamb mode at 3 MHz by FFT; (b) the excited A0 Lamb mode is converted to the S0

Lamb mode at 5 MHz by the plate’s vibrations (side view of the plate).

For the A0 mode incidence in Figure 5a, the asymmetric propagation of Frequency Zone 2
(3.8–6 MHz) has a bigger relative bandwidth as f /fc = 0.45 and the wavelength of the A0 mode Lamb
wave at 4 MHz is about 450 µm, i.e., 4.5 times bigger than the lattice constant a. The average forward
transmission is −19 dB which is relatively low and needs to be improved. An alternative solution will
be proposed in Section 5.

5. Alternative Designs for Asymmetrical Transmission

The design proposed an asymmetric propagation based on the combination of two structures:
a symmetrical-pillared structure displaying band gaps independently for each symmetry of the modes
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and an asymmetrical pillared structure, which plays the role of a mode converter due to the mixing of
the Lamb modes. Keeping the symmetrical structure unchanged, the asymmetrical part can be realized
in several other ways for which the performance needs to be evaluated. Below, we consider two other
examples, assuming the incident wave is an A0 Lamb mode (Figure 7). With respect to the example of
Section 4, called Case 1, in Cases 2 and 3 the asymmetric part constitutes a two-sided pillared array
where the lower pillar has a different height hlower = 0.8h = 256 µm or a different diameter dlower

= 0.7d = 56 µm from the upper pillar, respectively. Similar asymmetric propagations are achieved,
as demonstrated in Figure 7. For forward transmission in Frequency Zone 2 (3.8–6 MHz), on one hand,
the transmission curve of Case 3 is almost the same as that of Case 1; on the other hand, it appears that
there are some oscillations near 4 MHz for Case 2, while the average value is similar as the other two
cases. Therefore, diverse structures can be proposed to design the asymmetric part.
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uniform distribution, even including blind holes with random finite depths, as shown in the inset of 

Figure 7. For A0 Lamb mode excitation, the forward (−f) and backward (−b) transmission curves of
3 cases of asymmetric parts, as shown on the right, where Case 1 is made up of single-sided pillars as
in Figure 5a with h = 320 µm, d = 80 µm, Case 2 is a different pillar attached to the lower part as hlower

= 0.8h = 256 µm, dlower = d = 80 µm, and Case 3 is a different pillar attached to the lower part as hlower

= h = 320 µm, dlower = 0.7d = 56 µm.

To strengthen the mode conversion, we further propose the introduction of disorder in the
asymmetric part, as in Case 4, when the height of the pillar is randomly chosen with the standard
uniform distribution, even including blind holes with random finite depths, as shown in the inset of
Figure 8. Since the low backward transmission will be always guaranteed with the double-sided pillar
filter, we plotted only the comparison of the forward transmission between Cases 1 and 4 in Figure 8.
Obviously, the transmission of Case 4 in Frequency Zone 2 is improved, and the average value is
−10.4 dB, compared to −19 dB for Case 1, supporting that disorder in asymmetric structure promotes
the forward transmission level. Finally, it is worth noting that the studied mechanism of asymmetric
propagation for the Lamb waves can also be applied to other directions in two-dimensional plates,
as supported by the dispersion curve analysis in Figures 2 and 3.
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Finally, special attention should be paid to the utilization of the terms “asymmetric” and
“nonreciprocal” wave propagations. They are not equivalent, which means that nonreciprocity can
induce asymmetric wave propagation but the inverse is not necessarily true [26]. In a reciprocal system,
asymmetric wave propagation can happen with a linear mode-conversion mechanism, which is the
case in this work. Meanwhile, the discussion between the terms “diode” and “reciprocity” can be
found in [44], where it is stressed that a linear structure which obeys reflection-transmission reciprocity
should not strictly be called a diode. Considering that other terms such as “unidirectional” or “one-way
propagation” have also been used in the literature, we finally believe the term “asymmetric propagation”
would be the most proper way to express the transmission behaviors presented in this study.

6. Summary

In summary, we proposed a meta-plate consisting of a combination of symmetrically and
asymmetrically sided pillars to realize the asymmetric propagation of Lamb waves with targeted
objects as subwavelengths, broadband, high efficiency and simple structures. The symmetrically sided
pillars are able to decouple the A0 and S0 Lamb modes while the asymmetrical pillars hybridize them.
These hybridized modes by asymmetric structures convert either A0 or S0 Lamb modes into their
coexistence. The symmetric structure provides a selective low frequency and broad band gaps for A0

or S0 Lamb modes. Therefore, asymmetric propagation is realized by combining the two structures
in the meta-plate and the difference of asymmetric propagation is over 200 dB. Moreover, an FFT
analysis of wavenumbers and plate vibrations are carried out to clearly support the mechanism of
the mode conversion in the proposed meta-plate. We further introduce disorder in the asymmetric
structure part to efficiently enhance the forward transmission level for the A0 Lamb mode incidence.
In addition, the entire length of the meta-plate can possibly be kept below the operating wavelength,
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making it as an asymmetric acoustic metasurface. By choosing the proper geometric parameters,
asymmetric propagation can be realized at other desired frequency ranges. The proposed pillared
meta-plates are good candidates for wave isolation, non-destructive evaluations and signal processing,
among others.
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